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“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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Hate The Sin But Love The Sinner

II
n the previous issue of Diligence we researched three different usages of the

Greek word miseō. Miseō is translated as “hate” 41 times and “hateful” 1 time

in the New Testament of the King James Version of the Bible. There are three

other Greek words in addition to miseō used in the New Testament that are also

translated as some form of the word “hate”. One of those words is stygētos —

translated “hateful” (KJV) in Titus 3:3. Another word is theostygēs — a variation

of stygētos —  translated “haters of God” (KJV) in Romans 1:30. And the third

word is echthra — translated “hatred” in Galatians 5:20.

We pretty well covered the different meanings of miseō in that other issue of

Diligence but let’s take a very brief look at those three other words.

• The word stygētos means “hated” or “detestable.”

• The word theostygēs means “hateful to God, exceptionally impious and wicked.”

• The word echthra means “enmity or the cause of enmity.”

Both stygētos and theostygēs are each used only 1 time while echthra is used 5

times but translated as “enmity” four of those 5 times in the KJV. So miseō is

by far the more common Greek word used in the New Testament.

So why does all of this make a difference and who cares how many Greek

words there are in the New Testament for the English word “hate”? Well, we

saw in the previous issue of Diligence that it is absolutely necessary to realize

there are different ways to define the Greek word miseō since the Scriptures use

the same English word — “hate”. Without recognizing that there are different

definitions for that Greek word, one would easily think the Bible has some serious

contradictions in it. With the example of miseō, that one Greek word incorporated

three different meaning. There are however, often different Greek words used in

the Scriptures that are translated into the same English word. In those cases,

failure to realize that different Greek words are being used — yet are translated

into the same English word can — and will — influence the way we view and

understand the Holy Word of God.

Let’s take for example a phrase that we often hear used by numerous Christians

regarding certain sins. Have you ever used the phrase “hate the sin but love the

sinner”? We should have a better grasp now from our previous discussion of miseō

exactly what “hate the sin...” means. That usage of “hate” would be defined as a

correct or proper feeling or attitude of aversion toward something that is evil. But

what about the “...love the sinner” part of that phrase? Exactly how are we to
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homophobe” (or worse) is failure to understand the Biblical meaning of “hate” and

the Biblical meaning of agape “love”. “Hate the sin but love the sinner” requires

a Christian to confront (in as much of a phileo way as possible) the individual

engaging in behavior that the Scriptures say will lead to his eternal death. To do

anything less, is in fact the ultimate show of hatred toward another person!

When an individual refuses to accept the Scriptures as God’s instructions for his life

as well as his own salvation, he is unequivocally rejecting God. The Greek word

theostygēs comes to mind. Remember, its meaning is “hateful to God, exceptionally

impious and wicked.” Being “impious” is the act of showing no respect for God.

Some synonyms listed for “impious” are amoral, blasphemous, diabolic, heretical,

immoral, perverted, profane, reprobate, sacrilegious, satanic, sinful, sinister, etc.

Those are all strong words that we should consider when deciding whether or

not to exercise agape love toward an individual engaged in sinful behaviors.

So when we use the phrase “hate the sin, but love the sinner” it’s important that

we understand which Greek word for love we’re talking about — because they

prompt entirely different actions from Christians. If it’s phileo love, our focus is on

protecting a friendship or maintaining political correctness. If we’re more concerned

however, about the person’s eternal welfare, it’s agape love. If phileo is our driving

force, we can’t, at the same time have a Biblical hate for the sin. Remember, to hate

the sin is to have an aversion (abhorrence, disgust, repugnance) toward it. We

can’t be afraid to speak the truth to individuals about sinful behaviors (I John 4:18).

“Yet this is precisely what the Emerging Church has wrought: a paralyzing fear

of speaking truth to people, dreading the thought of being labeled divisive or

offensive. But that’s the very nature of truth — it divides right from wrong, good

from bad, true from false, yes from no. Still, these voices of the EC do their best

to avoid addressing those divides. They blur the lines between the two, thinking

that they are being tolerant, and somehow obeying Christ’s command to not judge.

Of course there is a profound difference between judging the eternal fate of

someone and properly identifying their sinful behavior as sinful.” (Peter Heck)

Any alcoholic will readily admit that acknowledgment of the fact that his behavior

is wrong or sinful is a necessary first step to take before the behavior can be

changed. That means perhaps someone spoke truthfully to him — even at the

risk of damaging the phileo part of a relationship. We are all sinners saved by

God’s grace, so it could be the action we take prompted by agape love that may

save a soul — once lost just like us — from eternal damnation.

“The Lord is not slow about His promise, as some count slowness, but is

patient toward you, not wishing for any to perish but for all to come to

repentance.” (II Peter 3:9 NASB)
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is a result of being unwilling to put God above our selfish desire to maintain the

“warm, fuzzy feelings” and personal acceptance that accompanies phileo. So now —

let’s tie this all together as it relates to “hate the sin, but love the sinner.”

Brian McLaren — a leader in the Emerging Church movement recently posted a

letter on his website (brianmclaren.net) he had received from a middle-aged

homosexual man. (Note — we absolutely do not recommend his books or his

website. They are Scripturally bankrupt) The article in which he commented on

the man’s letter was titled: Why is there so much hatred towards homosexuals?

Peter Heck, a columnist for onenewsnow.com “picked up” on the complete lack of

Scriptural teaching in McLaren’s response and made the following comment — 

“It is very clear that the first thing we have to do is to make sure we are operating

with the same definition of the word “hatred.” Without establishing this, we may

be arguing on two completely separate set of tracks. If you, as many of those

who have bought into the political agenda of the sexual anarchy movement have

done, define hatred to include moral disapproval of certain behaviors, then there

is the problem. Moral disapproval is NOT hatred. ... Many of those who you

callously accuse of hating homosexuals are merely expressing moral disapproval

of a behavior that is deemed immoral in Scripture. In truth, the Christians you

should really be wary of are those who do not express moral opposition to homo-

sexuality. To a Christian who understands that sin leads to death, there is nothing

more hateful than to quietly abide or sympathetically condone sin. Convincing

sinners they don’t need atonement or deliverance is the very definition of hate.

Conversely, there is nothing more loving than to risk the derision of confused

men to speak the message of truth that hurts, but heals.” [emphasis, P. Heck]

(http://www.onenewsnow.com/Perspectives/Default.aspx?id=1587268)

The homosexual man who had written the letter to McLaren further stated — 

“... if you are right and we are going to hell, fine, let that happen. Please stop

making our current life a living hell. Please leave that up to God to decide for

our eternal souls.”

To which Peter Heck commented — 

“That’s the issue – a true believer can’t do that. A true believer is motivated by

the love of Jesus that compels them to rebuke sinful behavior and offer the

redemption of Christ. An increasing number of Christians – like many in the

Emerging Church – are retreating from that Scriptural command because they

don’t like the persecution of being called names. But true believers want all

men to find the grace that saved them from their own sins and failures, so

telling them to just let other sinners ‘go to hell’ is unacceptable.”

What an outstanding real life application of the very words we’ve discussed in these

two issues of Diligence! “Hate” — having a proper and correct feeling of aversion

toward something evil — and “love” — agape love — understanding that one does

not show hatred by being concerned for the welfare of another’s soul for all of

eternity! Failure to agape love the sinner enough to risk being called “an intolerant

demonstrate love toward an individual who is sometimes proudly and openly

engaged in a sin toward which we have a correct and proper attitude of aversion? Do

we just accept the inappropriate behavior and hope that an attitude of tolerance and

kindness will somehow eventually cause him to just abandon the sinful behavior?

That sounds like a “shot in the dark” with an unreasonable amount of hope attached

to it. Would we be showing love toward the individual if we let him know that

we do not approve of whatever it is he’s doing because the Bible teaches that it

is sinful behavior? By today’s standards, that individual would probably consider

such a discussion to be an unloving attitude toward him — not to mention extremely

intolerant. In short — it’s not considered politically correct today for us to let

individuals know that we consider them to be eternally lost because of sinful

behavior. Society tells us that we must silently “accept” their sinful behavior —

otherwise, we’re not “loving the sinner.” Right? Not so fast.

Here’s where the different Greek words come into play that we mentioned at the

beginning of this article. There are several Greek words used in the Scriptures that

are translated as the one English word — “love.” Way back in 2002, we did a

series of articles in Diligence entitled A Study of Love (If you’d like to look them

up on the website that series was Volume 1, Issues 6-10 — or we’d also be happy

to mail copies to you). It was a 5 part series — so we couldn’t begin to provide

much detail at all about the Greek terms used for our English word “love” in just

this one article. But the two Greek words that are most often misunderstood

because they are both frequently translated “love” are agape and phileo. They

are vastly different yet often look the same in our English Scriptures.

An extremely brief and overly simplistic explanation of agape is that it is not a

love involving the emotions or feelings. Emotions can not be commanded yet

we are commanded by God to love our enemies. Therefore the “love” commanded

in that particular verse is agape. Agape love is not an emotion — it is rather a

love of the will. It does not require a feeling of affection but instead is a love

that seeks the welfare of another regardless of whether or not there is affection

involved. Agape can be known only by the action it prompts. We can obey a

command to exercise agape love since it is not an emotion.

When the Greek word phileo is used for “love” in the Scriptures, it refers to some-

thing we “feel.” Phileo is connected with our emotions and is therefore prompted

by the senses. Phileo involves warmth — the “warm, fuzzy feelings” we experience

when in proximity (mental or physical) to those for whom we have great affection.

With just this very brief discussion of agape and phileo we can better understand

the verse that says “He that loveth (phileo) father or mother more than Me is

not worthy of Me...” (Matt. 10:37) This means that if we phileo others to the

extent that we will not acknowledge Christ for fear that our family or friends

will not sanction our acceptance of Him or may even reject us for that decision,

then we aren’t worthy of the salvation offered through Him. The unworthiness
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